Copenhagen, 16th December 2021: The second generation of TRACK+ earphones from the Danish audio company Libratone is now available. The magnetic in-ear headphones, which are connected via neckband, have a slim and ultra-light design and come with active noise cancelling, a balanced sound and a battery life up to 14 hours. The TRACK+ (2. Gen) retail at 129 Euro and are available on Amazon.

Adjustable noise cancelling and detailed sound

TRACK+ (2. Gen) come with a 20-step adjustable noise cancelling, allowing users to manually choose an optimal level of noise cancellation depending on their surroundings and individual needs. The intelligent speech enhancement and dual-mic ensure that the voice is heard clearly during telephone calls - even in very loud environments.

Despite their small form factor, Libratone TRACK+ (2. Gen) deliver rich sound. With high-quality speaker components and their acoustic architecture, they offer a balanced and detailed listening experience.

Designed for sports enthusiasts

When choosing the running mode in Libratone app, TRACK+ (2. Gen) earbuds automatically adjust level of noise cancellation. In this mode, users perceive their surroundings with all their senses and, for example, are safe on the road when running in the city. Unpleasant background noise continues to be significantly suppressed.
TRACK+ (2. Gen) are ergonomically designed and comfortable to wear. They come with three different sets of ear tips in different sizes plus sport-tips, which additionally ensure a firm hold. The earphones are dust, sweat and splash-proof up to IP54 with an ultra-light design weighing less than 29 g. TRACK+ (2. Gen) are made of tangle-free and soft, skin-friendly material which does not produce any friction noise.

### Full power

TRACK+ (2. Gen) deliver up to 14 hours of battery time on a single 1.5-hour charge. No time for charging? As little as five minutes of charging can provide up to 1 hour of battery time. The earphones built-in magnets ensure a comfortable wear when they’re not in use. A clever automatic sleep mode feature preserves battery when the earbuds are attached to each other.

### Connect to multiple devices

The latest Bluetooth 5.2 chipset provides a faster and more reliable connection, lower power consumption and low latency. TRACK+ (2. Gen) can be connected to up to three devices and easily switched between smartphone, tablet and notebook for example. This feature can be adjusted in the Libratone app. In addition, the app offers a selection of ready-made modes, the eartip fit test, regulation of the sound settings, customization of the tip function and many other personalization options.

### Price and availability

The Libratone TRACK+ (2. Gen) in black are now available exclusively on Amazon and retail at 129 Euro.
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**About Libratone**
Founded in Denmark in 2009, Libratone’s goal has always been to set sound free, by creating wireless technology that can be enjoyed anywhere, anytime. Everything we make is the result of our ceaseless passion for engineering and design. Whether speakers or noise cancelling headphones, we innovate and push wireless potential to its limits, in order to create rich, authentic sound. Sound that we bring to life with timeless Danish design. Creating the perfect harmony of form and function.